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Important Safety Instructions For TT-I79A 
JUICEKING * BLENDER    USER’S MANUAL  
TT-I79A   HEAVY DUTY  COMMERCIAL  BLENDER 
 
1. Read the following instructions carefully before using your TT-I79A.Ensure that all other 
operators have read and understand all safety and operating instructions. 
2. Make sure the TT-I79A is not operated by children unless under strict adult supervision. 
3. Always ensure that the container is properly seated in position and the container 
lid(complete)is properly fitted and secured before switching on the TT-I79A.Place hand on top of lid 
when starting machine and during operation. 
4. When blending hot liquids, do not pass the level of 1 liter mark. Always start motor on lowest 
speed setting and increase if necessary. Ensure that lid is located securely on container before 
switching on. The lid can only be removed when the TT-I79A is switched off and cutting unit has 
ceased turning. 
5. Never place hands in container when it is, in position on the motor base. At all times remember 
that the TT-I79A cutting blades are very sharp and exercise caution when placing ingredients into 
the container. 
6. Never leave the TT-I79A unattended when in use. 
7. Never immerse the motor base cord or plug in liquid. 
Never insert the mixing rod directly into the container without placing lid when switching on the 
TT-I79A.To use the mixing rod remove lid insert and replace with mixing rod. Never insert any other 
object into container while in use. 
 
Parts TT-I79A 
Operating Instructions 
For TT-I79A 
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READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTION CAREFULLY 
1. Make sure the blender ON/OFF switch is at the OFF position. 
2. Insert power plug into an electric outlet. 
3. Place container assembly onto motor base, ensuring that it is properly seated on container 
cushion. 
4. Place lid on container and always hold the container at start and during operation. 
5. Adjust the speed for blending different hardness of foods from variables-speed micro switch. 
6. Press and hold the pulse switch for quick operation/can control time. 
7. Always place some liquids into container when crushing ice cubes. 
8. Never operate the TT-I79A while the container is empty and do not attempt to remove or 
replace jar while the motor is running. 
9. Never run motor while container is not in place. 
10. As the TT-I79A is a high speed unit, blending times are greatly reduced from normal blenders. 
11. TT-I79A is fitted with a safety overload switch at the rear of the machine. 
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12. Always switch off power and remove plug from electric outlet when not in use. 
 
Cleaning TT-I79A  
READING THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY 
Place a little warm water with detergent into container. 
Place on lid and switch TT-I79A on for approximately 10 seconds. 
Empty container, rinse and leave upturned on a bench to dry. 
Do not clean inside of container by hand unless cutting unit has been removed. 
Never immerse cutting unit into hot water as this can affect the self lubricating bearing. 
To clean motor base use a slightly damp cloth only. 
Never immerse motor base in water.              
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